, 1. Graduate School of Medicine Osaka University, Suita, Osaka, Japan, 2. Graduate School of Medicine Osaka University, Osaka, Osaka, Japan, 3. Center for Preventive Medical Science, Chiba University, chiba, Chiba, Japan We examined the effects of sustained levels of happiness on dementia incidence among Japanese elderly from the Japan Gerontological Evaluation Study. Data were from 12,051 community-dwelling participants aged 65 and over, free from dementia or other chronic conditions at baseline (2010). A survey was conducted in 31 administrative districts from Japan. Participants were followed-up for six years, and the incidence of dementia or death was assessed through National Public Long-Term Care Insurance and Resident Registry, Japan. We conducted survival analysis using the Cox proportional hazard model with a competing risk analysis accounting for death. The adjusted differences in days for dementia onset were estimated using Laplace regression models. In this analytical sample, we observed 520 men and 693 women with dementia and found that higher levels of sustained happiness were associated with reduced risks of onset of dementia among Japanese elderly. These findings suggest a protective role of psychological mood. Socioeconomic status (SES) is associated with dementia onset, but its transition throughout the life-course is poorly understood. In a prospective cohort of 40,041 participants, aged over 65 years without dementia, we identified ten optimal classifications of life-course SES transitions and their associated impact on dementia. Our results showed a clear significant dose-response pattern with the highest risk of dementia from 1) impoverished SES throughout, 2) impoverished childhood SES with normal adult SES, 3) impoverished adult SES with self-employed in adulthood, 4) high educated with poor adult SES, 5) never having a job, 6) low educated but high SES (self-employed), 7) technician, 8) high educated with poor adult SES, 9) average SES throughout, and 10) high SES throughout. These results suggest that life-course SES history is strongly associated with dementia risk and did not interact with single scale measurement. Further causal pathways and theories are relevant for disease modification. There is a paucity of research that seeks to understand why race disparities in health across the life course remain elusive. Two such explanations that have been garnering attention is stress and discrimination. This symposium contains papers seeking to address the impact of discrimination or stress on health or health disparities across the life course. First, Brown and colleagues examine black-white differences in the number of reported chronic stressors across five domains their appraised stressfulness, and their varying associations with anxiety and depression among a diverse sample of older adults using data from 6,019 adults ages 52+ from the 2006 HRS. Race and appraisal interactions show that blacks and whites report similar increases in anxiety and depressive symptoms with appraisal. Second, Tobin and colleagues investigate the impact of early life racial discrimination (ELRD) on mental health among Black adults. Using data from 618 participants in the Nashville Stress and Health Study, these investigators found that childhood and adolescent ELRD were positively associated with adult distress. Also, individuals who experienced childhood ERLD had 88% lower odds of adult MDD than individuals with no ELRD. Cobb and colleagues examine the cross-sectional association between everyday discrimination and kidney function among older adults in HRS. The authors report that after adjusting for demographic characteristics, everyday discrimination was associated with lower mean eGFR. The relationship between everyday discrimination and kidney function was not explained by biospsychosocial factors. This collection of papers provides insights into how discrimination or stress impacts health in middle to late life. Prior research has suggested that exposure to objectively stressful events contributes to mental health disparities in older adulthood. Yet, in order to understand the extent to which some groups bear a disproportionate stress and mental health Innovation in Aging, 2019, Vol. 3, No. S1 
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